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ME AND MY FUTURE
BY  STEFAN -SERG IU  CR ISTESCU

In the future I want to become an arhitect. I like it because I love to draw. I want to

design the new buildings, new shopping centres, new parks , new hospitals and new

schools for future. I think that job it seems interesting.

 I will start at school and I will finish at college. I want to become a good arhitecture  to I

can change the world. To become a good arhitect I think  I need to work very hard. I like

to work and I like to descover new things.

The future is very important and you have to think about it everyday.
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EUROPEAN
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES: EURES
BY  EMANUELA  LO I

There are many things to be gained from a period of study or work abroad: a real change of

environment, new personal horizons. daily contact with a different culture, the opportunity

to learn a new language, the chance to enjoy working or studyng alongside people from

different backgrounds, exchanging ideas and comparing experiences. This is the purpose

of EURES!

EURES is a cooperation network designed to facilitate the free movement of workers

within the EU 28 countries plus Switzerland, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.

EURES aims to provide information, advice and recruitment-placement services for the

benefit of workers and employers as well as any citizen wishing to benefit from the

principle of the free movement of person.

EURES is much more than a Job Mobility Portal, EURES is a human network of more than

850 EURES advisers: what are you waiting for?

Let's discover it! 
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DO'S AND DON'TS
ON CV 

BY  LAURA  I R IMESCU

 Our days we need more than ever an - identify card - to present us with the employer.

There are plenty ways to create a CV. We have to choose the one that puts us in value.

What employers want?

Candidate profile is different.In prmarily depends on the experience level and the job you

applying.

Youth is interesting to be evaluated depending on interships programs wich they

participated.

The experience in a similar position is further the main  criterion  of selection, if we have

already experience on labor market.

What to do and what to do not in the process of elaboration of one CV?

DESIRABLE

-to have as possible detailed CV , with the activities in wich we was invalued

-to know as many information about the  company we apply

-to can argue detailed the information of CV

-to adapt the CV and the cover letter for the job wich I apply

-to have a personal touch 

-to highlight the grades and the right  skills for the jobI apply

-to prouve seriousness skills , flexibility, comunication skillsand ability to work in a team

AVOID

-an incomplet CV, outdated, with inappropiated pictures

-we overestimated

-we can t identify the strong poiunts and don t know on what we put the accent in our

presentation

-to have not email adess , not inspired and wrong telephone numbers.
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PREPARING FOR FUTURE
JOBS

BY  BOR ISLAVA  VAS I LEVA

   Many young people don’t know what are they going to do in their future , what they what

to be and what they will need to be to able to do it .Here are some tips to figure all  that

out. 

  1.Take stock. What do you want to get out of a job? Is there a specific set of skills you’d like

to use in that job? Is there a specific set of skills required for that job?It is good to have a

clear definition of your job.This will help you to find the right job offers, to target your

application documents and to grow your excitement.

Afteris having an idea of the skills you already have and the skills you still need to develop.

 2.Figure out who potential employers are and build your network. So you know the

 potential employers are and what there reputation is.

3.Create your brand. If someone looks you up—online or offline—they should get a clear idea

of who you are and what you have to offer them in terms of skills, experience and expertise.

That helps creating a clear picture of who you are and your skill set. Personal branding is

less about marketing in a strict sense and more about knowing yourself and portraying

that self to the world.Connect with like-minded people, as well as people and companies

in the areas you’d like to work.

4.Develop variedreferences.

 Your advisor may not be able to write about your transferable skills, but if you’ve

volunteered for a non-profit or taken on a small internship, you’ll have a supervisor or

colleague who can speak to the skills you’ve transferred from academia to your work, or

skills that you’ve developed in your new role.

5.Create and maintain a network. When you connect with others online, meet at industry

events, and meet at disciplinary conferences, put effort into maintaining those

relationships. Lantsoght recommends keeping in touch with classmates and old professors

as well. You may find yourself collaborating with these people, or they may help you build

connections when you begin looking into a job.
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FIND YOUR WAY:) 
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